**A Quality Product Of**

**CG CHAUDHARY GROUP**

**CHAUDDHARY GROUP**

**LIVING TODAY:**

---

**MODEL: LITTLE KING 35**

This instruction manual contains important information & follow these instructions to ensure that you are up to code with the relevant laws & regulations in your country.

**IMPORTANT WARNING:**

- Improper use or misuse of this product may result in serious injury or death.
- Do not attempt to repair or operate this product without proper training.
- Follow all safety and usage instructions provided with this product.

---

**ACR ALARMNESS**:

- Keep appliance away from children and pets.
- Do not store or use this appliance near flammable materials.
- Do not place heavy objects on top of the appliance.

---

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

- **VOLUME:**
- **Input Power:**
- **RMS Power:**
- **Output Power:**
- **Weight & Dimensions:**

---

**INSTALLATION**

1. Place the Air Cooler at least 15 cm away from any seat or other equipment. The Cooler should be placed near a window to allow air to flow through.
2. Always ensure that there is a steady supply of water through which warm air can be drawn and back. Ensure there are no obstructions.
3. Plug into the main power outlet before using. Ensure the supply voltage is correct to avoid damage.
4. Store the appliance in a cool and dry location.

---

**SAFETY PRECAUTIONS**

- Always unplug the appliance after use.
- Do not use the cooler without sufficient water.
- Do not use the cooler in a damp or wet environment.
- Do not make any modifications to the cooler.

---

**TROUBLE SHOOTING**

- If the appliance does not work, check the water supply and power connections.
- Check that the fuse is not blown.
- Ensure the water supply is sufficient.

---

**OPERATIONAL CARE AND REGULAR MAINTENANCE**

1. Use only clean water for the Air Cooler.
2. Do not use any abrasive chemicals on the exterior of the cooler.
3. Clean the filter regularly to ensure proper airflow.

---

**CLAIMS OF COOLING BY CHAUDHARY AIR COOLER**

- The cooler is designed to distribute cool air effectively.
- It is suitable for small rooms and offices.

---

**CONTACT DETAILS**

- **CG CHAUDHARY GROUP**
- **LIVING TODAY**

---

**PICS**

- Picture of the Air Cooler in use.
- Picture of the Air Cooler's components.

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:**

- www.cgchaudhary.com

---

**LEGAL INFORMATION**

- This product is designed and manufactured in India.
- It is compliant with all relevant safety and quality standards.

---

**FINANCIAL ASSURANCE**

- This product is backed by a comprehensive warranty.
- It is covered against defects in materials and workmanship.

---

**SALES AND DISTRIBUTION**

- This product is distributed throughout the country by our authorized dealers.
- It is available for purchase at selected stores.

---

**CUSTOMER CARE**

- For any queries or concerns, please contact our customer care team.
- They are available to assist with all your needs.

---

**LEGAL DISCLAIMER**

- CG CHAUDHARY GROUP reserves the right to make changes to the product specifications without prior notice.
- The product features and specifications are subject to change without notice.

---

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- For detailed specifications and features, please refer to the product manual.
- This product is designed for indoor use only.